Design and optimization of a capillary electrophoretic mobility shift assay involving trp repressor-DNA complexes.
An investigation of DNA-protein interactions by capillary electrophoresis (CE) with laser fluorometric detection is performed that combines the rapid and minimal sample consumption methods of CE with the selective separation influence of mobility shift assays. An inspection of the well characterized interaction between the trp repressor of Escherichia coli and the trp operator (DNA) is the basis of the assay. The use of fluorescently tagged operator not only lends itself to laser-induced fluorescence detection but also precludes the use of radiolabeled detection. It is demonstrated that composition and pH of the running buffer are critical for maximized efficiency and resolution of operator from the repressor-operator complex. Quantitative studies showed reaction of repressor with operator resulted in the diminishing of free operator signal and the simultaneous creation of the repressor-operator peak that is well resolved from the free operator. Also examined was the ability to perform qualitative studies involving non-specific interactions between the operator and a complex protein sample. It is shown that the specificity of operator for repressor can be used to selectively separate the repressor from a complex sample that includes non-specific proteins.